**CONNECTEDTEXT CHEAT SHEET**

**Paragraph formatting:**
This is a paragraph, which is text surrounded by whitespace. Paragraphs can be on one line (or many).

An indented paragraph (or block quote) can be preceded either by a space, like this:
This is an indented paragraph

or by a ":", like this:
:This is another indented paragraph

Indentation can be increased by adding more ":"s, like this, for instance:
::This is indented even more

A line followed by "\" forces a new line (same as space at the beginning of a line)

* Bullet lists are easy too; just add a space and an asterics at the beginning of a line
1. Numbers; just add a space and a "1. " (1 and period, followed by a space); works with Roman numerals and letters as well

Headers or Headings work like this
=Header 1=
==Header 2==
===Header 3===
====Header 4====
=====Header 5=====

### Hidden Comment

Definitions work like this:
;ConnectedText:Personal Wiki System

--- Four hyphens make a line

adding three brackets before and after some text will show it as plain text without formatting; like this:

```{{{
Plain text or code
}}}
```

**Character Formatting:**
Italics, enclose the word(s) with "//": //Words in talics//

Bold, enclose the word(s) with "**": **Bold words**

Underlined, enclose the words with "__": __Underlined__

Strikethrough, enclose the words with "--": --Strikethrough--

Highlight: %%class=highlite%%Highlight%%%

Colors: %%red%%Red%%% or %%blue%%Blue%%%
other colors work as well

**Links**
Here is a ConnectedText Link to another topic: [[Another topic]]: with an alias: [[Another topic|Next]]

Here is a ConnectedText Link to a Website: [[URL:http://www.connectedtext.com]]

Here is a ConnectedText Link to an email address: [[EMAIL:connectedtext@gmail.com]]

Here is a ConnectedText Link to a File: [[File:C:\Readme.txt]]

Here is a link to a picture or movie: [[IMG: Trial.bmp]]
[[MOVIE: trial.swf]]

To include a topic in another topic enclose it in double Brackets, like this:

((Topic))

**Simple Tables:**
|| Header||Header||Right||
|| Cell || Cell || $10 ||
|| Cell || Cell || $20 ||

Note: Look in the Welcome Project to get help on making fancier Tables

**Other Nifty Markup:**

```
[[CATEGORY:ConnectedText]] creates a category called "ConnectedText"
```

```
[[ASK:Topics]] ==> Inline query that asks for "Topics"; switch 
[[ASK:Topics|Index]] gives you a list; other switches are available
```

```
[[RELATED:Other topic]] show that "other topic is related to this topic
```

```
[[CSS:MyStyle]] assign a special style sheet to a topic
```

```
[[GRAPH:Currenttopic]] include a graph of the connections of currenttopic to other topics
```

```
[[NOTOC:]] suppresses Table of Contents
```

```
[[BUTTON:PREV_TOPIC]] Makes a button that takes you to the previous topic; several other buttons are available
```

```
[[SCRIPT:Bullets.py]] includes a button for script on a page so that you can run it
```

**Properties and Attributes:**
You can assign a property to a topic, like this

```
[[PR:Status:=OK]]
```

An attribute is assigned as follows:

```
[[population:=3,993,933]]
```

Some other commands relating to properties and attributes:

```
[[CROSS:]] ==> Include cross reference of a property
```

```
[[NOCROSS:]] ==> suppress cross reference of a property
```

```
[[INFOBOX:]] ==> Build topic's infobox
```

```
[[SUMMARY:]] create tables relating topics to their properties; see Welcome Project for further instructions
```